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Xyleme Releases Bravais Performance Support Tablet App 
Delivers precise content from the Bravais Cloud to iPad or Android tablets at the moment-of-need 

Boulder, CO; April 23, 2013 – Xyleme has enhanced its award-winning Performance Support offering with the 
development of a new mobile app designed specifically for iPad and Android tablets. With a rich new user 
experience, informal content such as operating standards, procedures and job aids can be accessed on-
demand and personalized to the individual’s unique needs. Powered by BravaisTM, Xyleme’s cloud delivery 
platform, this tablet app is a perfect fit for field workers such as sales reps, franchisees, dealers and other 
service workers who need to quickly access precise nuggets of content to help them complete a task or 
information request. 

Enabling users to rapidly find and see the right nugget of content in their desired format, and on whatever 
device they have on hand, is what defines the next generation of performance support apps.  Bravais Mobile 
provides a highly granular search of your learning assets (e.g. topics, procedures) and lets your users choose 
the format (e.g. video, text) in which they want to consume those assets, Moreover, the content made available 
to each user can be based on an individual profile and strict access controls, resulting in the personalized 
delivery of content. Content is not only delivered as small relevant nuggets, but based on criteria such as job 
role, task requirements, location and areas of interest, just to name a few.  

"We now offer both smartphone and tablet native apps to meet the growing need for performance support on 
mobile devices,” commented Dawn Poulos, VP Marketing at Xyleme. "Bravais is much more than the typical 
delivery systems offered by traditional learning solution providers. It liberates learning organizations from a 
course-centric or PDF-centric view, providing real performance support - the right content, in the right format, in 
the right amount and on the right device.” 

Furthermore, the new tablet app can be branded to meet client-specific requirements. In addition to tablets and 
smartphones, Xyleme offers a web-based performance support portal that can be accessed from any browser. 
Content developed in Xyleme LCMS is automatically transformed for each device, powered by its XML-based 
publishing engine for multi-channel delivery. Content can be targeted to each format, offering a range of 
options to meet the needs of retail, manufacturing, sales and service organizations. 

In case you haven’t met Bravais before today, Bravais is Xyleme’s cloud-based solution to deliver personalized 
learning to any device.  

To set up a time to demo the new features of Bravais or if you have questions, please visit the Bravais page on 
the Xyleme website.   

About Xyleme 
Xyleme, Inc. is the leader in standards-based learning solutions that enable single-source publishing and 
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personalized delivery of training content. Xyleme’s suite of products is powered by Xyleme LCMS, the 
industry’s most efficient content development platform for the rapid reuse of content across all types of print, 
eLearning, tablet and mobile outputs. BravaisTM is Xyleme’s cloud-based solution to deliver personalized 
learning to any device. Pastiche® is Xyleme’s end-to-end solution for rapidly deploying interactive tablet 
applications.  
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